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This paper is concerned with instructions to control robot manipulator which 
needs many programming knowledges and experiences. It is difficu1t to opearate 
a manipulator for general people . We need an intelligent human interface to 
realize easy mannipulatoin， which is one of the important technologies to realize 
Home Robot familiar to us. 
In this study ， we propose a new type of manipulator interface software which 
includes AI planner. We use STRIPS algorithm which generates arm movement 
plan automatically. This interface also realize natural language processing using 
DCG translator. A small world is imagined in which there exist a few仕uitsand 
dishes. This world is expressed as Knowledge Base by frame knowledge 
representation. In this small world， the user can give commands or sentences to 
manipulate objects. The user is able to see the small world condition and 
manipulator movement by computer graphics. This interface is written in Prolog 














































































































(構文)verb + noun + prep + noun + end mark 
(例)put a on b. 
パターン2:ある物をつかむような対象物とアームに関する命令
(構文 verb+ noun + end mark 
(例)pickup a. 
パターン3:アームを上昇させるようなアームの動作のみの命令
(構文 noun+ verb + ad + end mark 
114 
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